
Coffee
Deep Brown with 
Subdued Brown 
Highlights

“We used the Coffee Stacked Stone to cover the old ugly concrete 
foundation around our house and we couldn’t be happier! It was easy 
to install and super easy to handle… I highly recommend this product 
and this company - everything was first-rate and top quality.”

—St. Louis, MO

“

“Great product. Easy to install. Easy cleanup. Looks real and hopefully 
is durable. Purchased summer 2020”

—Ted, Erie, PA

“

“After doing a fair amount of research into a lot different faux stone and 
real stone products we decided to go with your product. Glad we did. I 
will admit we had some small ordering and customer service issues but 
the product itself was great. Easy to work with and looks amazing on 
the House. Super easy to install.”

—Clover, SC

“

“After moving into our new (existing) home in August 2018 we knew 
we wanted to re-do our two story fireplace. After a few searches we 
discovered GenStone. The texture and appearance looks unbelievably 
realistic. If you are serious about a stone look, give GenStone serious 
contemplation. I’m telling you, you cannot tell it’s not natural stone. 
You can do it!”

—Rocke, Charlotte, NC

“

“So happy with the way it turned out. Have a few touch-ups to do like 
painting the gutter brown that is over the rock section.”

—Karen, Huntsville, AL

“



COFFEE STACKED STONE SYSTEM

Coffee Color  
Profile Inspiration
Coffee is life. The morning cup 

of joe gives daily inspiration to 

millions across the globe every 

day, including our own design 

team. Brewing and preparing a 

fresh cup of coffee has become 

an art form. Enjoying it has as 

well. Like the rich and bold 

flavor of freshly ground coffee, 

this GenStone faux stone panel 

brings strength and warmth to 

your design project.

The GenStone faux stone panels 

feature a robust blend of tan, 

deep brown and mocha brown 

highlights. This is a modern and 

rustic stone color that offers a 

distinguished elegance. Order 

your sample today.

Try out our visualizer to see if 

Coffee is the best color choice 

for your next project!  

genstone.com/imagine-stone
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1. Full Panel

2. 12" Return (Left & Right)

3. Corner (Inside & Outside)

4. Corner Ledger (Inside & Outside)

5. Pillar Cap
(Peaked & Flat)

6. Column Cap
(Peaked & Flat)

7. Pillar Panels

8. Ledger

9. Trim

10. Wall Cap

http://genstone.com/imagine-stone

